The ARTS Hub Working Group “Check-in” Meeting: Notes from 4/9/2015

Agenda:

- Review and refine the ARTS Hub purpose statement and motto
- View sample of an ARTS Hub web page

~ Dr. Yun Kim gave a brief review of past meetings to two new members.

~ Paul Mindell, a Professor in our Visual Arts Department, gave an overview of the history of the Arts and Communication Department, regarding collaboration and scheduling.

~ A discussion began regarding the ARTS Hub purpose statement and motto. Ideas and changes were presented. These will be agreed upon and finalized at the next meeting.

~ Sony Tiwari, Tim Blunk and Patrice Devincentis collaborated to create a mock-up of an ARTS Hub webpage. It was viewed and well received. The possibility of a video was discussed - spotlighting student artwork, performances...etc. Webpage maintenance was mentioned. This webpage could be a link on the Bergen Community College website.

~ It was agreed by all that the ARTS Hub needs to promote a better communication structure and a process in order to persuade and engage the community to participate in the creativity at Bergen Community College.

~ The next meeting of the ARTS Hub will be on Friday, 4/24/15 @ 3pm in A-330C.
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